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hether in abstract form, embodied in art nouveau or stylised, flowers are a
favourite motif that has jewellers’ benches blooming. From the aristocrats
of cultivated gardens to the most humble flowers, whether delicate or
vast in aesthetic conception, flowers are lively, animated and generous. In
Asian cultures, flowers are an important facet in everyday life, always carrying a positive message,
often invoking powerful emotions. The language of flowers appeals to us all, especially when set
with gemstones in gold and other precious materials. Orchids, hibiscus, and lilies captivate us
with their symbolism as much as their form.

Hans D. Krieger
While celebrating the Lotus flower and the
Parisian Art Deco era, Hans D. Krieger also
promotes environmental sustainability with
its Vainard collection. This 18k ring in rose
gold set with a 0.15ct brilliant features a
flower carved from Elforyn, a high-grade
ivory substitute material that is processed
exactly like natural ivory. Elforyn is
commonly used in Japan for netsuke art.

Palmiero
In the Chinese history, ladies would
carry rose petals in their purses, while
gentlemen made wine and herbal
medicine with these petals.
Palmiero’s Rose ring is
set with colourless and
colour diamonds and
sapphires in 18k
rose gold. The light
pink rose signifies
gentility and
grace in the Asian
tradition.

Yoko London
With an extraordinary
bouquet and a profusion
of pearly petals, Yoko
London has brought
subtle nuances and
materials together,
each enhancing the
other in a perfect
arrangement. This
precious ring, which
celebrates the bulb of
a Lotus flower, is made
of 18k yellow gold and set
with a 22mm South Sea baroque
cultured pearl and a total of
1.80ct diamonds.

In Asia,
flowers are an
important facet in
everyday life, always
carrying a positive
message

Victor Mayer
In the East, the orchid is a symbol
of perfection and elegance. It
represents integrity, nobility and
friendship. Victor Mayer’s Brilliant
Orchid ring has a certain panache
that brings realism and a natural
earthiness to it. Made of diamonds
and 18k rose and white gold, the
ring features opalescent pink and
purple fire enamel and is limited to
25 pieces.

Lili Diamonds
With the Lily ring from Lili Diamonds, the power of abstract jewellery is laid out in full. The
ring is made of 18k pink, yellow and white gold set with a total of 24.82ct Lily-cut diamonds,
two carré-cut stones, 180 round colourless diamonds, 336 pink round diamonds and 76
yellow round diamonds. Abstraction adds strength and character to this perfect ring.
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